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Abstract

The present paper surveys the input parameters in hospital design and describes them formally as building attributes in preparation for facilitating planning and designing of hospitals with the aim of a more optimal design process. The overview of the hospital functionalities, bonds, logistics and needs is based on an approach of understanding the complexity of the hospital functionalities based on capacities, qualities and times beforehand specific department or units are described. This approach attempts to create an overview of the hospital functionalities respecting capacities, qualities and times and defining the building attributed on this basis as detailed specifications.
Introduction

Hospital design encompasses an extensive complexity in the several aspects to fulfill, respect and approach. Generally hospital design is based on practice, standards and benchmarks implemented by experienced hospital planners, architects and hospital responsible. The design process is commonly initiated as a democratic process with a broad user participation of physicians, nurses, hospital responsible, expert groups, architects, engineers, politicians etc. The user group identifies, generates and prioritizes essential information defining the design problem and anticipating solutions for certain areas. The user group is a central element especially in the early design phase including development of tender documents where experience and the professional competencies are implemented and define the point of departure for the following design process [1,2]. The several aspects inherent in hospital design are not surveyed in a traditional scientific manner, but the identification, clarification and evaluation relies on an experiential and personal understanding. Current hospital design lacks of a scientific approach characterized as evidence-based and research-based. Evidence-based design is emerging to imply hospital design hereunder ‘healing architecture’ as a research field analyzing hospitals for better surroundings and healing atmospheres for patients [3,4]. Other hospital research is primarily based on analyses of different aspects within hospitals [3-13], where research in overall hospital is more limited[5,6], and research in generative design within hospitals is further reduced [7,14].

In defining a scientific approach, a top down overview of the primary hospital functionalities and secondary supportive functionalities is performed. The complexity of the building typology necessitates focus on functionalities and bonds to achieve highly functional hospitals, focusing on the primary functionalities. ‘Care-focused’ hospitals where the hospital design is driven by ‘patient flow logistics’ [15] attempts optimizing the hospital design in terms of users, staff and most importantly the patients by being patient-centered focusing on the ‘patient flow logistics’. The modern hospital as an institution of knowledge implies growing complexity in linking different types of specialized knowledge and coordinated them with proliferating diagnostic techniques and methods of treatment as well as key services and amenities needed for their operation [16]. Short supplies, long queues and delays, bottlenecks, waste of resources, long lengths of stays, low level of productivity, inappropriateness of clinical settings and workload variability, are wastes that should be avoided in hospital design [15].

A top down perspective on hospital design is utilized, as the complexity is a critical point, even to the experienced hospital planner, architect and engineer, caused by the high variety of functionalities, bonds and needs. Traditionally in hospital design, the complexity is simplified into operational sizes with different focal areas. Though, this approach causes problems and faults in both the design process and the construction phase, as the overview of the entire hospital is either not existing or at a poor level, as the input parameters are many and not clearly identified. The lack of clearly identified parameters for hospital design habitually implies massive economic costs both during engineering projection but mostly during the hospital lifecycle as reconstructions and reorganizations often is a necessity.

The present paper surveys the input parameters in hospital design in Denmark and describes them formally as building attributes in preparation for facilitating planning and designing of hospitals with the aim of a more optimal design process. An overview of the hospital functionalities, bonds, logistics and needs is based on an approach of understanding the complexity of the hospital functionalities based on capacities, qualities and times beforehand specific department or units are described. This approach attempts to create
an overview of the hospital functionalities respecting capacities, qualities and times and defining the building attributed on this basis as detailed specifications.

**Hospital Functionalities**

![Hospital Functionalities Diagram](image)

Surveying hospital functionalities from a top down perspective facilitates categorization of the different functionalities and elaboration of the interconnectivities. The primary functionalities are defined by and immediate understanding of a hospital, namely the functions directly related to the health of the patient. The secondary supportive functionalities are divided into ‘patient related’ and ‘patient remote’, of which an implication to the primary functionalities exists. In defining the functionalities and bonds of the hospital from a top down perspective, the understanding of a hospital and its design is decomposed into principal drivers and derivatives. This approach illustrated by Figure 2, promotes an understanding of a hospital of functionalities regarding needs and requirements in terms of capacity, qualities and time horizons, with principal drivers defined by the external factors of geography and demography, which define and derive the needs for treatment and following their derivatives in first degree, second degree etc.
Figure 2. Top down perspective on hospital design. Principal drivers derive the intermediate construction in terms of functionalities, logistics and bonds that are defined quantitatively with respective perspectives.

**Principal drivers**

The external factors defined as external logistical and demographic conditions define the need for treatment. The external logistics includes the external *infrastructure* in terms of:

- Public transportation for patients and personnel
- Private transportation for patients and personnel
- Connectivity to other hospitals for shared functionalities

**Demography** defines the geographic conditions in terms of:

- Population size
- Age distribution
- Health of the population

Combining the conditions of the external factors derives and defines the need for treatment for the hospital in terms of population, shared functionalities and connectivity. Firstly an analysis of the current demography is needed including an extrapolation of a defined future, eg. 10 years as Figure 3 below in dimensioning of the needs. Dimensioning is based on health records for corresponding geographies and demography or existing conditions if local records exist. Figure 3 outlines how the ‘need for treatment’ derives from the demography and external logistics. The first step in the figure is an analysis of the current situation of demography including an extrapolation thereof. The external logistics define which functionalities the actual hospital must fulfill, and which can be shared with other hospitals.
Figure 3. Definition of the need for treatment on basis of demography and shared functionalities. The illustration contains data from Danish hospital competition tender documents [1,2].

Intermediate construction

Derived by the principal drivers is the intermediate construction that is a quantitative analysis and description of the functionalities of the hospital and logistics. The need for treatment defines and dimensions the functionalities of the hospital, based on the amount and distribution of treatment. The intermediate construction is a description of the hospital building attributes described as quantities in the attempt on defining the input parameters on hospital design and describe them formally for more scientific design approach. The functionalities of the hospital are described formally in terms of capacity, quality and time in Figure 4. The formal description of the building attributes provides information for the design approach, where quality includes perspectives of placement and relation, as qualities of connectivity. Light, hygiene are further qualitative design parameters, where stay relates both times and qualities of the functions. The times are defined as minutes, hours, days and/or weeks including data for the hospital design to combine with the capacities, in terms of period of hospitalization, typical times for surgeries in dimensioning the capacity. Definition of the latter is strongly influenced by the demographic conditions and health records. This three-valued approach of qualities, capacities and times gives a formal description of the building attributes in terms of quantitative data.
Hospital logistics

The several flows in the hospital can be described as a three layered logistic system including all transportations and flows of materials, products, capacities, finance, information etc. The functional requirements and logistics are closely connected, as logistic qualities are included in the functional qualities, as it relates the functionalities and defines the bonds connecting them in a three layered system of patients, personnel and goods. Likewise the formal description of functionalities in terms of capacity, quality and times, the logistics can formally be described as the flow from ‘source’ to ‘sink’ [17] covering a particular product group, of which the patient, personnel or goods may be considered a product. It is the objective to minimize ‘Non Value Adding’ processes leaving only ‘Value Adding’ processes in the logistic supply chain [18], by elimination of waiting time, transportation and motion, three of ‘the seven wastes’ to be eliminated according to the lean methodology. These perspectives are thus described formally in the logistic network of the hospital as quantities to compute in handling the logistics. The supply chain is partitioned into large number of factors influencing each other.

The logistics are described formally in diagrams below and categorizing into groups of patients, personnel and goods. The survey of the logistics in three layers is an attempt of making a scientific-based design model for hospital
design based on the empirical data from the experience-based design approach, thus the democratic design approach is implemented, and meanwhile the design model is driven by data emphasizing design opportunities in both complexity and innovation.

The logistics of patients includes the patient related logistics with origin in the patient in terms of inpatients, outpatients and relatives i.e. different person flows following the patient and the procedure of the patient in a hospital.

Figure 5. Patient logistics: The bonds between inpatients, outpatients, the primary hospital functionalities and service functions the patient relates to.

Figure 5 illustrates the overall bonds relating patients in terms of inpatients and outpatients to the primary hospital functionalities. Administration and service functions are included as connectors, as it is service functions the patient relates to. The relationships are characterized as both definitive and relative bonds based on the patient.

The personnel logistics include a high level of complexity as it includes three layers: patient related, personnel transportation and goods related. The personnel logistics include the different person flows in a hospital, including: Care personnel; physician, nurse, healthcare worker, etc., technical personnel, building technicians, students, etc.

Figure 6. Personnel logistics: Relating all functionalities of the hospital in several respective qualities depending on the character of the logistic.
Goods include all 'cold logistics' in a hospital. The cold logistics can be divided into the three groups of Patient proximal medical services, Patient-related non medical services and Patient remote services. The goods are handled both by personnel and transportation systems that can be either manually handled in both ends, one end or fully automatic. When personnel are involved in the goods logistics, convergence with the personnel logistics will occur.

Figure 7. Goods logistics: Relating the primary hospital functionalities are secondary supportive services divided into patient related and patient remote. The patient-related medical services include: Medicine, Laboratory apparatus, Sterile goods and Consumer material. The patient-related non medical services include: Food, Linen, incl. clothing and Beds, clean and unclean. The patient-remote services include: Waste, Mail and Administration.

The figures illustrate the logistics of the hospital and describe them formally. Connecting the functionalities and logistics provides data for the formal description of the intermediate construction for defining the resulting geometry.

Conclusions

Engineering objectives as cost and performance are transformed into quantitative input parameters along with architectural design parameters concerning aesthetic and usability, where the latter are more difficult to describe formally because of the difficulty in describing qualitative parameters formally. Especially these parameters rely heavily on experience, whereas the engineering parameters are more standardized.

This attempt to identify and clarify the principal drivers, the derivative in form of the intermediate construction that defines the building attributes of the hospital. The approach aims organizing the parameters into manageable diagrams for hospital design, to clarify the complexity with the aim of opti-
mizing the design process, construction process and following maintenance and manageability. The aim is to improve the design process and thereby the quality of hospital designs in terms of cost and functionality. The state of hospital architecture [in Denmark] is strongly defined by the design process, developed through project competitions, where consortiums of architects, engineers and hospital planners cooperate around the project with point of departure in tender documents defining the starting point with pre-defined limitations, foci, conjunctions etc. As Figure 2 illustrates hospital design can be divided into functionalities instead of defined departments in terms of better organizing the functionalities regarding qualities, capacities, times and interconnecting bonds.

State-of-the-art in hospital design is fundamentally characterized by the division of labor in design consortiums divided into responsibilities of the different professionals and the focus in evaluating the design proposals. Examples of poor functionality and engineering solutions over interesting architectural form occur as project winners. This illustrates a major problem in hospital design, namely a focus in creating iconic architectural pieces rather than highly functional buildings respecting both functionality and architectural expression.

This discussion can be addressed to most architecture, as a discussion of architecture as functional integrated solutions or conceptual artistic form. The present paper advocates functional integrated solutions, as it is the conviction that inspiring architectural form arises of functional requirements where a corresponding arrangement of all parts of the building is present simultaneously [19]. While understanding logistics in a broad sense as the functionality of the hospital; defining design with respect to logistics emphasizes a circular form finding process that draws from an idea to a drawing, from a drawing to an experiment, from an experiment to a construction, and from a construction back to the idea again, meanwhile the work of the mind is not separated from the work of the hand. The design model is developed through a procedure, where aesthetic, functional and technical requirements are developed together through iterations of sketching, evaluation and modification.
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